
Why Tape Back-up  
is Dead in Media and 
Entertainment



For the media and entertainment world, organizations' 

methods to store, manage, and access their post-

production assets and archival footage are critical to their 

creative output and operational efficiency. Traditionally, 

tape storage has been the cornerstone for archiving, 

providing a physical repository for content.  

However, with the advancement of digital technologies, 

the limitations of tape storage have become glaringly 

obvious, rendering it obsolete for modern content creation 

and distribution. This guide explores the inefficiencies of 

tape storage and advocates for adopting cloud storage 

solutions—both cloud and on-premises—to revolutionize 

how media and entertainment organizations manage 

their post-production and archival content.
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The Challenges  
of Tape Storage

Tape storage introduces several obstacles for organizations 
aiming to preserve and access their post-production and 
archival footage efficiently. These challenges—including 
accessibility issues, physical degradation, scalability concerns, 
access to older content, and migrations to newer tape 
generations—highlight the urgent need for more sophisticated 
storage solutions. 

Tape media is prone to wear and environmental damage, jeopardizing the quality and integrity of valuable content 
over time. Strict storage conditions are necessary to combat these risks, leading to increased content preservation 
overhead. 

Vulnerability to Degradation

Tape storage significantly limits accessibility, requiring manual handling and physical retrieval of tapes to access 
specific assets. This cumbersome process slows down content delivery, clashes with tight post-production schedules, 
and fails to meet the expectations of immediate access in today's digital age. As some customers request old edits, 
post-production houses might resort to using tape back-up for storing content due to their cost-effectiveness. 
Nonetheless, this method doesn't reduce the challenge of tracking down the whereabouts of such content. 

Accessibility and Workflow Impediments

Additionally, there are hidden expenses involved in retrieving and migrating content from older tapes to newer 
formats as technology evolves. Even though data may be protected on older tapes, the drives might not be available 
to purchase or use anymore, requiring a migration to newer tape drives. This data transfer process can consume 
significant man-hours and extensive labor—rapidly diminishing the overall cost-saving benefits of using tapes.

Tape Generations and Migrations

As an organization's archive grows, so does the physical space required to store these tapes, leading to increased 
costs in storage facilities and maintenance.

Scalability and Financial Constraints
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Advantages of Cloud Storage  
for Media and Entertainment

Shifting to cloud storage presents many benefits that address 
the shortcomings of tape storage, enabling media and 
entertainment organizations to manage their post-production 
and archival content more effectively. 

Cloud storage offers immediate access to assets from anywhere, enhancing collaborative workflows and allowing for 
quicker content revisions and approvals. This level of accessibility significantly improves production timelines and 
creative processes.

Streamlined Access and Collaboration

The scalable nature of cloud storage provides a cost-effective solution for content management, allowing 
organizations to adjust storage resources according to their current needs. This flexibility helps manage costs more 
efficiently while accommodating growth.

Cost-Effectiveness and Flexibility

Cloud providers implement advanced redundancy and backup protocols, ensuring long-term content preservation 
without the risk of physical degradation. This durability is crucial for maintaining the quality and accessibility of 
archival footage.

Durable and Reliable Content Preservation

Cloud storage protects content through geo-redundant replication, offering robust disaster recovery capabilities. This 
ensures that post-production assets and archival footage are secure and recoverable, regardless of physical disasters. 

Enhanced Disaster Recovery

Cloud storage facilitates AI and machine learning integration for automated content tagging and analysis, opening 
new possibilities for content discovery and personalization. These technologies drive innovation and enhance viewer 
engagement. 

Integration with Cutting-Edge Technologies
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With CloudSoda’s Cloud Data Management Platform, you can say goodbye to the difficulties of tape back-ups. This 
game-changing, revolutionary tool for the media and entertainment industry is reshaping how post-production and 
archival content is managed. It's not just a data storage management solution; it provides insightful cost visibility and 
advanced business intelligence (BI) capabilities, crucial for managing storage across diverse environments.  

With CloudSoda, production houses can effortlessly archive their content into cold cloud storage, complete with 
customizable tags such as production or customer identifiers. This allows them to accurately ascertain the cost of 
storing and retrieving the data, enabling precise billing and chargeback processes for either the production or the end 
customer. 

Using CloudSoda, organizations can also better understand egress fees, and see data in native format in the cloud—
allowing search and indexing as well as AI models to be used. 

The platform is particularly adept at handling a range of critical operations in media production, including camera-
to-cloud workflows, supporting VFX artists, collaborative content production, and distribution. With its ability to offer 
profound insights into data valuation and storage costs, CloudSoda has become an indispensable tool for media and 
entertainment organizations, whether archiving data on-premises or utilizing public or private clouds. 

The platform's strength lies in its flexibility and scalability, essential in an industry where storage and access needs 
constantly evolve. CloudSoda enables seamless control across various storage platforms, allowing users to 
accelerate and monitor data transfers in real-time and manage data across multiple storage targets, irrespective of 
their locations. Its specialized capabilities, like dynamic data acceleration, universal data movement, and broad 
storage access, support various operating systems and storage types. This ensures flexibility in data handling, which is 
critical in the fast-paced world of media production. Additionally, features like automated policy-based data 
management, checksum, and encryption prioritize data security and integrity, a paramount concern in handling 
sensitive media content. 

CloudSoda distinguishes itself not only by its technical prowess but also through its commitment to being a leader in 
secure cloud data management. The platform's detailed billback/chargeback tracking, 'Dry Run' feature for pre-
transfer cost and time estimations, and customizable storage cost analytics provide users unparalleled control over 
their financial resources.  

Furthermore, its deployment versatility, ranging from virtual machine to cloud-hosted SaaS options, and an open API 
for seamless integration with third-party solutions make it a flexible and adaptable choice for any media and 
entertainment production environment.  

CloudSoda's Cloud Data Management Platform is more than just a technological upgrade; it's a strategic asset, 
ensuring that media and entertainment organizations' content remains a living, accessible, and valuable asset in 
today’s digital media landscape. 

The Ultimate Solution for  
the Transition from Tape to Cloud
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Seeing is believing, so let us give you a detailed tour of CloudSoda 
and answer any questions you have about the powerful tools its 

technology has to offer you and your organization. 

VISIT CLOUDSODA.IO FOR DETAILS 

Get Your Free 14 Day Trial Today!
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https://cloudsoda.io/#get-demo
https://cloudsoda.io/#get-demo

